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Horn Production at Colorado

• History of collaboration on T2K beam projects 

• First Horn 2 

• Second Horn 2 

• Second Horn 1 

• Next steps and lessons learned
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Collaboration between CU and 
KEK

• 2003: began CU work on horn system, with CU and Bartoszek Engineering 
(at 4th NBI!) 

• Began with horn cooling studies, horn conductor geometry Monte Carlo work 

• Undergraduate thesis 2006: Joshua Spitz (now Univ. of Michigan faculty) 

• Horn field measurements 

• See NBI2012: talk by Andrew Missert 

• Next: engineering design and construction of Horn 2 

• Horn 2 and field measurement system were part of original DOE-funded US 
T2K project. Horn delivered in 2008. 

• After 2011 earthquake: KEK funding for spare horn production. Built a spare 
Horn 2 in 2012-13. Still operating.
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T2K Next Spare Horns

• There are now “no spare horns on this earth!” -S. Tada 

• First horn of the new spares program is Horn 1, being built now at CU. 

• Funded through US-Japan program by KEK 

• Some components provided directly by KEK (some metric stock, 
inner and outer conductors) 

• Design and assembly taking place at Colorado
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Horn 1 team

• Zac Liptak (until July 2017), postdoc 

• Stephen Coleman (former T2K postdoc, now part-time) 

• Jeremy Lopez (from September 2017), postdoc 

• Kerrie Dochen, undergrad 

• Chris Daurer, drafting 

• KEK: Sekiguchi-san and Ishida-san 

• EDZ and Larry Bartoszek as usual!
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Parts from Japan

• Inner and Outer conductors delivered in 2015 

• 100mm Aluminum C-channel and 10mm stainless 
square channel delivered as well: this JIS stock is not 
easily available in the US.

Conductors and C-Channels

We also received the C-Channels and other stock necessary for production
of the support frame. The C-Channels were sent to get crated and shipped
to be welded earlier this week.

Figure: Aluminum C-Channels and box beams (shown in green packaging)
Zachary J. Liptak (University of Colorado Boulder)Status of Spare Horn Production at Colorado January 28, 2016 4 / 10
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Production early 2016

• Acquired all small ceramic parts 
for horn 

• Completed many production 
drawings for parts 

• Adapted horn rotating fixture, 
assembly plate from Horn 2 
project for smaller Horn 1 

• Mounted outer conductor on 
rotating fixture
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• US parts production/delivery: 

• Drain tank 

• Water nozzles/flanges 

• Basically all seals: IC/OC downstream conducting Al 
seals, EVAC and Helicoflex for ports, large Helicoflex 
for upstream IC/OC connection 

• Upstream flange 

• Big ceramic rings 

• C-channels welded into box beams for top frame and 
columns

Production steps 2016
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Work on parts 
2016

• Cleaned all parts that face the 
water 

• Built lifting fixture for inner 
conductor 

• Stoned custom seals to remove 
water-jet burr
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Install IC into OC, tighten downstream seal
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Ceramic ring and upstream seal 
late 2016
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Columns and frame cooling 
early 2017
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Drain tank installation, ports 
spring 2017
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Horn into frame 
Spring 2017
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Top frame and alignment 
Summer 2017
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Finishing the horn: whatÊs left

• We now have something with the general shape of a horn! 

• Biggest remaining parts are plumbing. Cooling water 
manifolds, supply and drain pipes, flex hoses 

• Design is basically complete; some manufacturing 
drawings being finished now 

• Most plumbing parts should arrive around end of the year 

• Shipping fixture, some support module interface parts, etc 
must be manufactured too
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Similarities to previous horns

• Fundamental design concepts are similar to Horn 2. 

• Water and helium nozzle/ceramic/flange assemblies are basically 
identical. Ceramic parts interchangeable. 

• Extensively using three major parts vendors from previous two horns: 

• O’Keefe Ceramics, Colorado 

• GETT Industries, Illinois 

• CU Physics machine shop
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Major differences from previous 
horns

• Assembly fixtures were designed for the larger Horn 2. Had to adapt rotating 
fixture and assembly plate to assemble a smaller horn. 

• More parts were provided by Japan, due to original Horn 1 being designed 
to JIS stock: 

• Metric square channel and C-channel tubing is very difficult to find in 
US. KEK purchased sufficient amounts and had shipped to US. 

• We had the C-channel welded into square channel in the US, and then 
supplied the box beams to vendors for columns, top frame. Requires 
tighter coordination with vendors and prompt domestic shipping, and 
more time. 

• Smaller size means more parts can be done domestically (big ceramic ring) 
and even in-house (upstream flange).
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Major differences from previous 
horns

• Funding remains tight for spare horn production.  

• The 2007 agreement on Horn 2 between DOE, KEK specified that DOE 
would pay for original horn but KEK would be responsible for future 
spares. 

• Limited budgets each year have caused Horn 1 schedule to be stretched 
across multiple fiscal years. 

• Difficult to adapt our horn production system to a slower schedule: 
students and postdocs leave, long periods with no hands-on work mean 
we have to guard against forgetting things and making mistakes.
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Next horns

• Plan is to begin work on spare Horn 2, to be produced after Horn 1 

• Several design parameters being studied now, including modified 
IC end cap shape and water-cooled striplines (Sekiguchi)  

• Just received some DOE R&D funding to collaborate on this 

• Hope to begin production at CU on Horn 2 in JFY2018 

• Next is a spare Horn 3 

• Scope of CU-KEK collaboration on Horn 3 is unclear right now 
due to issues around large size of this horn and related assembly/
shipping difficulties. We plan to discuss over the next year or so.
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Great Horned Owl 
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Conclusion

• Horn 1 is underway, progressing as 
funding allows 

• Planning for the the CU/KEK 
partnership to continue with the next 
Horn 2

2008

2012
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